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World knowledge is implicitly encoded in 
BERT’s parameters! (e.g., that 

barbershops are places to get buzz cuts)



Guu et al., 2020 (“REALM”)



Wang et al., 2019

One option: condition predictions on 
explicit knowledge graphs



Pros / cons
• Explicit graph structure makes KGs easy to navigate 

• Knowledge graphs are expensive to produce at scale 

• Automatic knowledge graph induction is an open 
research problem 

• Knowledge graphs struggle to encode complex 
relations between entities



Another source of 
knowledge: unstructured text!
• Readily available at scale, requires no processing 

• We have powerful methods of encoding semantics 
(e.g., BERT) 

• However, these methods don’t really work with larger 
units of text (e.g., books) 

• Extracting relevant information from unstructured text 
is more difficult than it is with KGs













How can we train 
this retriever???





Neural 
knowledge 

retriever

Knowledge-
augmented encoder





Embed function is just BERT! 





Isn’t training the retriever 
extremely expensive?

Imagine if your knowledge corpus was 
every article in Wikipedia… this would be 

super expensive without the approximation



Maximum inner product 
search (MIPS)

• Algorithms that approximately find the top-k 
documents 

• Scales sub-linearly with the number of documents 
(both time and storage) 
• Shrivastava and Li, 2014 (“Asymmetric LSH…”) 

• Requires precomputing the BERT embedding of 
every document in the knowledge corpus and then 
building an index over the embeddings



Need to refresh the index!
• We are training the parameters of the retriever, i.e., 

the BERT architecture that produces Embeddoc(z) 

• If we precompute all of the embeddings, the search 
index becomes stale when we update the 
parameters of the retriever 

• REALM solution: asynchronously refresh the index by 
re-embedding all docs after a few hundred training 
iterations





Other tricks in REALM

• Salient span masking: mask out spans of text 
corresponding to named entities and dates 

• Null document: always include an empty document in 
the top-k retrieved docs, allowing the model to rely 
on its implicit knowledge as well



Evaluation on open-domain QA

• Unlike SQuAD-style QA, in open-domain QA we are 
only given a question, not a supporting document 
that is guaranteed to contain the answer 

• Open-domain QA generally has a large retrieval 
component, since the answer to any given question 
could occur anywhere in a large collection of 
documents







Can retrieval-augmented 
LMs improve other tasks?



Nearest-neighbor machine translation

Khandelwal et al., 2020
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Nearest-neighbor machine translation
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Final kNN 
distribution



Interpolate between kNN prediction 
and decoder’s actual prediction

Khandelwal et al., 2020

Final kNN 
distribution

Decoder’s predicted 
distribution



Unlike REALM, this approach 
doesn’t require any training! It 

retrieves the kNNs via L2 distance 
using a fast kNN library (FAISS)



This is quite expensive!



But also increases 
translation quality!



Can make it faster by using a 
smaller datastore



Hurdles to Progress in Longform QA

Kalpesh 
Krishna

Aurko Roy

NAACL 2021
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ELI5 dataset crawled from Reddit & filtered 
by Fan et al., ACL 2019, ~275K QA pairs
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LFQA involves retrieval as well as generation


Why do humans need to eat many kinds of foods to get 
their vitamins but cows only need grass to survive?
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LFQA involves retrieval as well as generation


Why do humans need to eat many kinds of foods to get 
their vitamins but cows only need grass to survive?

In addition to the “efficiently breaking 
down grass” thing and the “they eat a 

variety of plants” thing, there’s also 
the fact that species typically evolve 
the ability to make vitamins that they 

can’t easily get in their diet…
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Evaluate both retrieval and generation quality


KILT benchmark (Petroni et al., 2020)
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We build a state-of-the-art model for this task
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However, it doesn’t seem to even use the retrievals!
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Human preference evaluation shows slight preference 
for generations grounded in random retrieval!
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several issues with the dataset and 
evaluation
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This means the model doesn’t 
need to rely on retrieving 

external documents, because it 
already sees the answers to 

most questions during training. 
Our analysis shows that 81% of 

val questions have an exact 
paraphrase in the training set.
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ROUGE-L is clearly not a 
good metric for LFQA, as 
gold answers frequently 
underperform randomly 

selected unrelated 
answers
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Lower and upper bounds demonstrate the issues
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We have a long way to go…



